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PANEDA WINS A NEW LOCAL DAB CONTRACT 

2017-10-12    
    for immediate release 

Radio Link Telemark As has ordered a complete DAB Head-end system from Paneda. The system contains a DAB 

Multiplexers Server with encoders.  The system is delivered as a turn-key solution using a standard server hardware. 

The complete system is realized in a VMware environment containing multiplexer, DAB/DAB+ encoders, metadata content 

server and management built-in. The system is now on-air and host several local radio stations, for example  

“Radio Hjalarhornet” , “Radio Rjukan” and “Radio Vest-Telemark” 

The new DAB network covers the region “Øvre Telemark”  

 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information: 
Lars-Peder Lundgren, Sales Manager  
lars-peder.lundgren@paneda.se 
+46721599750 
www.paneda.no 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About the Paneda Group:  

Paneda develops and sells DAB related equipment on an international market. Paneda expands its market shares on the international 

arena with its DAB Head-End range of components. The Paneda head office is located in Selje Norway and the development centre is 

located in Linköping Sweden.  

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Lars-Peder Lundgren, Sales Manager at Paneda says:  

“We are pleased to note that we have another happy customer using our easy-to-use platform and we are confident that our 

approach to provide the most flexible and cost-efficient DAB solution suits most actors for DAB, from smaller local radio (Small 

Scale DAB) to public broadcasters having higher requirements, our system just attracts all kind of users”  

Mikkel Aanderaa, Technical Manager at Radio Link As says:  

“The Paneda solution using virtualizing for DAB suits us very well, it offer most flexible solution and possibilities for us to expand 

whenever we need to. Using a standard server platform also provides great confidence and enables us to use the same platform 

as we do for other things, and we can sharing our resources for IT maintenance. We are now on-air and very pleased with the 

provided solution as well as great education and support from Paneda”       
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